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I listened to this song yesterday and then let it rattle around in my head for a day.  I liked it at first,
since he sings it with a lot of emotion and I was sort of thrilled to see a bearded hillbilly guy pushing
back against the big dogs.  I said to myself, “Ah, I see why people like this.”  

But then it started to fall apart.  The first thing that rubbed me slightly wrong was Anthony's choosing
to focus on fat welfare mothers.  I mean, no one wants their taxes to go to making people on welfare
fatter, but is that really the central crime of our time?  It reminded that Donald Rumsfeld also liked this
talking point.  He didn't want your taxes to go to poor mothers, fat or not, he wanted them to go to the
Department of Defense or CIA or NSA.  So Anthony's lyrics don't make much sense if you really dig.
He is saying the same thing the rich guys are.  

Plus, you get a picture of these fat welfare mothers in your head, short with wide asses, and odds are in
your picture this lady is black.  I don't think that is any accident, which means these lyrics can be read
as a continuation of the race war they are promoting now.  They have been promoting it mostly from
the black side for the past five years, with BlackLivesMatter and so on, but they are also promoting it
from the white side, of course. 

And finally, the title doesn't make any sense either, does it?  It is slightly clever, I guess, using the town
of Richmond to double the “rich” already in the title.  But in the end it is illogical, since the rich men
aren't just north of Richmond.  How about “Rich Men North of Miami”?  That would be slightly more
sensible.  Or Rich People North of Antarctica.  That is starting to get more accurate.  So we see another
way Anthony is spreading division.  He is bringing back the old Civil War lines, North against South.
The bad guys are all north of Virginia.  Pretty much the last thing we need.   



Plus, you just have to wonder how this guy came out of nowhere to score such incredible promotion
that he hit the top of the charts without an agent, label, or promoter.  He posted the video on August 8,
or 8/8/2023, which we know is a Phoenician favorite, and he just happens to have the Phoenician red
beard.  Coincidence?  I am beginning to think not.  Nothing happens by accident anymore.  

Within a week he was fielding eight-million-dollar offers from Nashville.  Really?  Turns out he is too
modest to accept.  Really?  

And now we find his name isn't Oliver Anthony.  So why does this dude need a stage name?  His real
name is Christopher Anthony Lunsford.   His mother is an Ingle (formerly Ingles, Ingalls) linking him
to Scotts and Emorys.  His grandfather was Anthony Oliver Ingle, who descends from Hoovers and
Hendricks of Russell County.  Through Debra Burnette, Anthony is related to Sharon McCormick.  

There is a second Debra Burnette below that one from North Dinwiddie, same age, whose locations
include Richmond and Henrico.  Henrico is FBI headquarters.  

The Lunsfords have many links to music, as you can see from a quick search at Wiki, where 3 of 13
listed Lunsfords are famous musicians or record company owners.  Bascom Lunsford was a famous
banjoist and minstrel of the Appalachians.  Sound familiar?  Matt Lunsford is the founder of Polyvinyl
Records.  Bret Lunsford is a founder of Beat Happening.  So it is beginning to look very doubtful this
Oliver Anthony came out of nowhere.  

This is also strange: another famous Lunsford is Jessica Lunsford, a child allegedly kidnapped and
murdered in 2005 in Florida.  Unfortunately, it sounds like another fake, since her murderer allegedly
died of natural causes before he could be sentenced.  He was 46, so what natural causes did he die of?
They refuse to tell us.  We also read this at Wiki:

Couey was a 46-year-old long-time resident of Homosassa with an extensive criminal record, listing dozens of
arrests for burglary and was a convicted child sex offender. Due to the laws at the time, Couey received only
short sentences and was not monitored af ter re lease, despite his record of being an
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experienced trespasser and his repeated sexual offenses against children.

Homosassa?  You really can't be serious!  But that whole paragraph is more of the usual baloney, since
this was 2005 in Florida.  Florida, like Texas, was not soft on child molesters in 2005.  There is no way
he would be living right next door to children with no monitoring or disclosure.  He was retarded on
top of everything else, allegedly having an IQ in the 70s, and there is no way the State of Florida is
going to allow a mentally deficient criminal and child molester to roam the streets.  They want you to
think her father had to start a movement to require States to monitor child molesters more closely, but
do you really think no one had thought of that before 2005?  Before 2005 most states just overlooked
child molesters?  Private jails everywhere, and the largest jail population in the world, but the US just
forgot about child molesters?  

Plus, his mugshot is the usual atrocity:

Was he played by Mike Myers, Dr. Evil?  Where is his fluffy white cat? And how did they get that shirt
so orange?  I've never seen such saturation.  I guess they washed it with that Oxygen Orange stuff.
Maybe he died of over-saturation.

They convicted him based on a blood-stained mattress and pillows in his closet, matching the DNA of
the little girl.  Right.  Because if you had buried a little girl alive, you would just shove all evidence
into a small closet in a trailer you shared with five other people.  It would never occur to you to throw
out a bloody mattress and pillows.  

Dixon and the other residents of the trailer claimed to have never seen Lunsford at the home or noticed
anything strange from Couey's room, which had not been used since he was last there.

Makes no sense, as usual.  He moved out, but in this trailer crowded with six people, no one had any
use for that extra room?  No one noticed a stinking bloody mattress in his closet, drawing flies and rats.
We are told the police charged a couple of these folks for lying to police, though we aren't told if any
were convicted.  But that misses this bigger question: when these people noticed the bloody mattress in
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the closet, why didn't they throw it out?  They just collect old bloody mattresses, in this trailer with six
people?  Because they have so much extra room?  
   

There he is again, just for fun.  That guy is 45?  He looks 60.  Reminds us of the Spotlight fake, where
they had the 85-year-old actor play the 67-year-old Geoghan.  It prejudices you against him.  You hate
him just for being old and ugly, which isn't really fair, is it?  

If we search on the father of this little girl, we find Mark Lunsford of Homosassa, FL, also goes by the
name. . . Mark Hoover.  Does that ring a bell?  We just found that Oliver Anthony Lunsford the banjo
player is a Hoover through his mother.  Coincidence?  Maybe.  Oliver Anthony also has NC on his list,
and these Florida Lunsfords do, too.  Plus, why does Mark need two last names?  Truck drivers don't
need aliases.   

That orange guy is John Evander Couey, and we find him at Instantcheckmate, but he is not 46.  He is
51, which means the computer thinks he lived five more years after that.  He is aka John Covey and
John Miller.  Why do retarded people need two aliases?  Wikipedia lists four relatives he was staying
with in that trailer, but none of them are listed at Instantcheckmate.  Only Karen Gosha is listed, and
when we type her into the search the computer takes us for some reason to Carrie M. McCullough, 66,
of Troy, AL, with 27 relatives!
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She has a second listing where she has four other middle initials: G, F, A, and Z.  No Coueys, Coveys,
or Millers on that list, though.  She is on Couey's list, but he is not on hers.  Which means his real name
may be John Gosha.  

Victim Jessica M. Lunsford would be 27 now, so do we find her in the computer?  Maybe.  There is a
Jessica Lunsford in MN of the right age, so maybe she went to live with her mother's parents. Her
mother is Angela Bryant, aka Wright and Bach, with Bach the maiden name.  Her maternal grandfather
is Roger Bach, and he has no locations in MN.  The grandmother is hidden, possibly Elizabeth.  We do
discover the Bachs were originally Bachmanns, so we have the Jewish angle, as usual.  See Carl
Bachmann, died at 96 in Englewood, OH.  He was the 2great-uncle here, as far as I can tell.  According
to his obit he was a Monsanto bigwig as well as International Representative for the Oil Chemical and
Atomic Workers International Union.  Also Navy.    
 
But here's one final question for you on the way out.  I asked Google, “Why was Jessica living with her
father?”  We are told he was a truck driver, and they are away all the time, so why would the court
award him custody?  The mother wasn't dead or in the hospital or sanitarium, so why did she abandon
Jessica?  I got no answer to that.  She remarried, so there would have been a stable home for Jessica
there, which the court always looks at. She had a child with her new husband. They tell us Angela
hadn't seen her daughter in four years.  WHY?  I guess we are supposed to assume the new husband
didn't want the old daughter, so they dumped her.  Even so, the mother could visit her alone, without
the new husband.  What kind of woman just dumps a child and never sees her?  So none of this makes
any sense.  
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